Gaussian profile fiber Bragg gratings exhibit narrow-bandwidth transmission peaks with significant group delay at the edge of their photonic bandgap. We demonstrate group delays ranging from 0.2 to 5.6 ns from a 1.2 cm structure. Simulations suggest such a device would be capable of enhancing the field intensity of incoming light by a factor of 800. Enhancement is confirmed by photothermally induced bistability of these peaks even at sub-milliwatt input powers with as much as a four-fold difference in the magnitude of their responses. The strong field intensities of these modes could significantly enhance desired nonlinear optical responses in fiber, provided the impact of absorption is addressed.
Manipulating the grating profile of fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) is a well-established technique for refining their transmission and reflection features [1, 2] . This includes altering the dispersion curve [3] or creating resonant modes [4] to structurally slow down the propagation of light through the device, enhancing local field intensities and nonlinear optical responses [5] . One such FBG profile, the rectified-Gaussian [1, 6, 7] , is drawn schematically in Fig. 1(a) . This FBG has a constant Bragg period Λ, while the index modulation Δn has a Gaussian profile along the optical axis of the fiber.
If the index modulation is slowly varying, the local photonic bandgap (PBG) can be solved analytically [7, 8] . A larger Δn results in a wider PBG and the Bragg wavelength (λ B ) rises and falls with the mean of Δn. This gives the PBG a "moustache" shape [ Fig. 1(b) ] and leads to particular transmission characteristics. On the short wavelength side of the PBG light witnesses two reflective regions bounding a propagating mode region. In this spectral range the FBG acts as a Fabry-Perot cavity with multiple resonances, much like a uniform FBG with a DC offset. However, the resonant modes are bound by the PBG, much like the single mode of a pi-phase shift grating. Thus, the rectified-Gaussian FBG exhibits multiple, narrow-bandwidth resonant modes with higher group delays and consequently larger field intensity enhancements (FIEs) [9] . The resulting transmission profile, calculated by the transfer matrix method and overlaid on the PBG in Fig. 1(b) , shows a set of such narrowbandwidth transmission modes in the bounded region.
Experimentally these fine resonant structures were first reported in 1993 [6] and have been shown to exhibit group delays of several nanoseconds [10] . In this work we investigate the relationship between the group delay and FIE of these resonant modes, which could be used to enhance nonlinear optical phenomena in fiber [5] . We also consider how the group delay and enhancement are influenced by the absorption inherent in an FBG [11] and experimentally demonstrate photothermal optical bistability [12, 13] at low input powers.
FBGs with the truncated Gaussian design described in Fig. 1 were fabricated in standard SMF-28e fiber by exposing the optical fiber to femtosecond infrared radiation through a phase mask [14] . All reported measurements were taken from a single FBG sample. Normalized transmission and reflection measurements (Fig. 2) were taken with a 100 kHz linewidth, 0.1 pm stepping, continuous wave (CW) laser source at ∼7 μW input power and show clear peaks in transmission on the short wavelength side of the PBG. Peaks deeper in the PBG are more tightly bound so their linewidths are narrower. The narrowest observed transmission line (λ 1550.6762 nm) has a FWHM bandwidth of ∼0.5 pm (shown in inset of Fig. 2 ). The linewidths broaden moving away from the center of the PBG: the 9th broadest peak (λ 1549.9825 nm) has a bandwidth of 8 pm.
In an ideal system, the normalized transmitted and reflected light would sum to unity over all wavelengths; however, Fig. 2 reveals that some light is unaccounted for at certain wavelengths. While losses on the short wavelength side of the PBG are due to coupling to cladding modes [6] , the losses at each resonant peak are attributed to the increased absorption introduced by the FBG writing process [11] . The resonant losses appear to increase as the spectral width decreases. As light is held in these modes longer, a greater portion is absorbed.
To measure the group delay of the resonant peaks, the FBG is introduced into the Mach-Zehnder interferometric system depicted in Fig. 3(a) , using the same source as for the transmission measurements. The CW input light is split to create one signal from the sample arm containing the FBG (S) and one from the reference arm (R). The S signal is simply the FBG transmission spectrum . The reference arm length is set to be slightly shorter than the sample arm (τ is small, positive). The delay information is contained in the phase difference between S and R, ϕω. Using Fourier transform spectral interferometry [15] , the phase argument can be isolated from Iω and its derivative is the group delay, or lifetime, of these optical modes τ g −dϕ∕dω [ Fig. 3(c) ]. Each peak in transmission has a corresponding jump in group delay due to light being held in resonance. Taking multiple measurements of the peak delays as a whole [ Fig. 3(d) ] suggests a general increase in delay as the transmission bandwidths narrow. These resonant peaks exhibit delays ranging from 0.2 0.5 ns to 5.6 4.1 ns. The uncertainty in the group delay measurements is ascribed to phase noise between the sample and reference arms from temperature drift and vibrations during measurement. Next we consider the FIE of these resonant modes and how they are impacted by absorption.
By relating the fraction of light each resonance mode lost to absorption in Fig. 2 to its measured group delay, we estimate the rate of absorption for light in the FBG region to be 5.4 1.7 × 10 7 s −1 . Assuming that the same absorption applies to wavelengths of light passing through the 1.2 cm FBG without interacting with the grating, we estimate the broadband, nonresonant absorption induced in the fiber core by the grating writing process to be α 0.25 0.17 m −1 (0.057 0.040 dB∕cm), which is in keeping with FBGs with similar Δn in SMF-28 [10] . Figure 4 (a) shows a close up of the six lowest-order transmission peaks simulated by the transfer matrix method with (black) and without (red) this estimated absorption. Without absorption the linewidths of these peaks range from 0.001 pm for peak F up to 2 pm for peak A, while introducing absorption strongly suppresses the lowest-order modes. Figure 4(b) shows the FIE of each mode, relative to the incident CW source. Figure 4(c) relates the enhancement of the field intensity to the group delay, which is calculated from the phase of the transmitted light.
Without absorption, the FIE is very large for modes that lie deeper within the PBG, but realistically the absorption losses will also increase as light is confined to these modes for longer time, placing an upper bound on the enhancement that can be achieved in these resonant modes. Comparing these simulations to the measurements in Fig. 3(d) suggests that optimal enhancement of the input light might not occur at the lowest-order modes, but rather those modes where the FIE is not yet overpowered by absorption. Experimentally, we are likely not even observing the lowest-order modes of our device, as absorption attenuates their transmission below the noise floor. Absorption similarly limits enhancement in other FBG designs considered for nonlinear applications [9] .
In principle, pi-phase shift FBGs should be capable of significantly larger FIE than rectified Gaussians. While not optimized for that purpose, the largest FIE values estimated from experimental results on pi-phase shift gratings are 19 in [16] and 45 in [17] . By comparison, this Gaussian profile FBG appears capable of enhancing field intensities by a factor of ∼800 [ Fig. 4(c) ]. Improvements to this Gaussian profile FBG, designed to limit the impact of absorption, could presumably lead to further enhancements in realistic devices.
Having confirmed the presence of resonant modes with large group delays in this FBG structure and estimated the resulting FIE, we seek experimental confirmation of this optical enhancement. To do so we evaluate the pronounced response of the different resonant modes to small increases in input power. Figure 5 shows the transmission responses of a single resonant mode to three different CW spectral sweeps: increasing wavelength at low (∼7 μW) input power, increasing wavelength at higher (340 μW) input power, and decreasing wavelength, also at 340 μW. Note that these sub-milliwatt powers are very small to be observing nonlinear responses in a standard fiber. At low input powers (black), a spectral sweep produces a linear response. The path dependency of the resonant mode and sharp discontinuities in the spectrum at stronger input powers indicate optical bistability [13] , caused by local heating of the FBG by the photothermal effect [18] . Consider when a high input power CW light is swept in increasing wavelength (red). As the input light begins to couple to the short wavelength side of the resonator, the fields begin to build up in the mode and are partially absorbed. The resulting heat increases the refractive index of the fiber and shifts the resonant mode to higher wavelengths. As the input wavelength increases further, the buildup of light in the mode and consequent heating "pushes" the resonant peak to higher wavelengths, creating a sloped line on one side of the transmission peak. Eventually the incident light's wavelength catches up to the shifted resonant wavelength of the mode. Here, the FIE has reached its maximum, resulting in the largest wavelength shift for this mode at this input power. The next step in the laser wavelength reduces the field intensity, resulting in less absorption. The resonant mode relaxes to its original wavelength as it cools, producing a discontinuous drop in transmission. The blue line shows the resonant mode response to the same probe light decreasing in wavelength. As the light begins to couple to the mode, the heating pulls the resonator toward it, creating a smaller but still observable discontinuity. As the light continues decreasing in wavelength, the mode relaxes with it, giving a gradual slope on the low wavelength side of the mode. The relatively slow response of the photothermal effect in FBGs [18] , ∼30 μs in our system, makes it a generally undesirable nonlinear optical response [11] compared to the faster but more subtle optical Kerr effect [16, 17] . However, the ∼5 pm photothermal shift induced by a sub-milliwatt CW input supports the idea that the optical fields are being strongly confined, and their intensities strongly enhanced, within the resonator. Because the amount of heat produced depends on how strong the fields of the mode can be built up and consequently absorbed, larger photothermal shift for the same incident CW power is an indicator of larger FIE. As the Gaussian profile FBG has multiple modes of different group delay, the relative magnitude of photothermal shifts of the resonant modes for the same incident power is a measure of their relative field enhancements. Figure 5 (b) plots the strength of this bistable response as wavelength shift per incident light power versus group delay for the six narrowest transmission lines. The roughly proportional increase of photothermal response to group delay supports our claim that the narrower the modes, the higher the FIE. The fact that any of these modes showed a measurable response at sub-milliwatt input powers suggests this enhancement is large. Optical modes exhibiting large FIE have the potential to enhance various desired nonlinear optical phenomena, such as self-phase modulation and fourwave mixing, that might otherwise require strong input powers, specialized fiber cross sections, or exotic nonlinear materials [5] . If the confinement of light within the resonant modes is strong enough to exhibit thermooptically induced bistability even at these low input powers, then these resonances hold potential for the enhancement of other nonlinear processes.
In summary, the rectified Gaussian FBG profile has the potential to significantly enhance optical field intensities within optical fiber modes and as such, shows potential for various nonlinear optical applications. By considering a sample with measurable group delays up to 5.6 ns, we estimate the resulting enhancement of the field intensities and how this is impacted by the absorption losses introduced in the FBG writing process. Even accounting for losses, simulations estimate a FIE factor of 800 in some resonant modes. Thermo-optically induced bistability observed at sub-milliwatt input powers suggests that the FIEs are sufficient in multiple resonant modes to provide opportunities for nonlinear phenomena involving multiple wavelengths, such as four-wave mixing. The resonant modes themselves also merit deeper study. While these transmission peaks in the PBG consist of Fabry-Perot-like resonances bound by two finite bandgap regions, the propagation modes between the two reflectors could be slowed by dispersion near the edge of the PBG. Further investigation into nonuniform FBGs profiles could yet reveal even more opportunities for fiber-based nonlinear optics.
